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as a result there is a sample of the text in the title view,
but when i try to run the app i get unfortunately,

com.ford.telecharger.app has stopped. force stopping.
** HE is the following error ** A: First of all, on the
other topic, i've found this That seems to be the cause

of your problem. To fix it, try to download Android 8.0
instead of Android 7.0. I haven't tested it myself, but

the error you got was fixed on android 8.0. So,
download the version of Android 8.0 if you can. It

seems that the some app you installed on your phone
has crash. I don't know what are the apps you installed
on your phone that causing this error. If you need help

on which apps causing this error, i'll help you out. In the
meantime, you can try to revert the system to Android
7.0 (I don't know which version of Android you have

now). Open cmd on the Windows keyboard. Type "adb
reverse", which will open the command prompt Make
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sure Android SDK is in correct path before the "adb
reverse", just type "set" without quote in the cmd Then
try to "adb shell", and type "adb reverse". If the error
still exist, please close the cmd and type "adb reverse"
again. Then type "adb shell". If there is no the error,

type "adb push ". The output will show the address of
the push files. After that, type "adb reboot recovery"
and you can open the settings on the phone, and wipe
the data on your phone. Then, follow the steps here in
English. ( Best of luck. by Shares Just as the Pentagon

launched airstrikes on the southern Syrian city of
Shaddadeh to suppress the protests, Syrian activists

claimed the site was partially destroyed. Although the
Pentagon has refused to comment, the Washington Post

reported that US soldiers used four precision-guided
munition (PGM)-20 air-dropped bombs, "that are

capable of striking far-away targets or releasing a large
number of smaller bombs to inflict numerous

casualties." 3e33713323
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